A LITTLE BIT MORE INFORMATION……ON MULTIROOM AUDIO
Sonos
Sonos puts the control of all your music and all your rooms right where it should be — in your hands.
With the touch of a finger you can find and play a world of music, whether it’s streaming direct from the
Internet or stored on your computer. Tune in to your favourite radio station or browse through your entire
music library. You can play the same song in every room or choose different songs for different rooms.
That’s why Sonos created a wireless mesh network called SonosNet to deliver the range and
performance required of a multi-room music system. When you need to stream music wirelessly, the
network you use really matters. When a network is overloaded or stretched to its limits, you hear echoes
and delays from room to room, and your Internet speed can be sluggish. Sonos chose a mesh network
because a traditional network with a central hub relaying all the traffic didn’t provide the house-wide
coverage needed. SonosNet changes all that — providing the extensive range and superior performance
you need to enjoy music in every room without requiring a new cable infrastructure
Zone Players & Controllers
ZonePlayers ™ are wireless music players that distribute and play all the music you want, all over your
house. ZonePlayers can go in absolutely any room where you want music — either connected to
speakers (ZP120), to your existing audio equipment (ZP90), or on its own (S5). You can have a up to a
maximum of 32 Zoneplayers throughout your home which can be discretely installed within roof spaces
or ceiling voids The Sonos Controller 200 is a wireless, handheld Controller with a 3.5” full-colour VGA
display and ultra-responsive touch screen. Pick it up or touch the screen and it’s instantly on, ready to
play your music. You can quickly find and play all your music and control all your ZonePlayers with the
touch of a finger. Sonos Controllers are not tied to a specific ZonePlayer, so you can use any Controller
to control the music — and the volume — in every room of the house.
The Sonos Controller for iPhone is a free application that turns your iPhone (or iPod touch) into a fullfledged Sonos Controller. Plus, it fits in your pocket so you can carry it with you all over the house.
Access all your music instantly
There are 3 main ways of accessing music through Sonos.
You can store all of your CD’s onto a separate NAS Drive and scroll through your entire library to play in
any room effortlessly.
Enjoy thousands of free radio stations and podcasts over the internet
Subscribe to an Online Music Service such as Napster and enjoy a library of 10 million songs to stream
direct to any room at any time of day

Nuvo
NuVo offers unsurpassed multiroom audio systems incorporating a perfect balance of high quality and
affordability. Their amplification systems have been available for some time, albeit to the extremely high
end client but now using engineers with strong music industry backgrounds, NuVo have created audio
solutions that experts like these would have in their homes.
Grand Concerto
Six Sound Source, Eight Listening Zones
NuVo’s latest masterpiece is an elegant, intelligent whole home audio system that combines our proven
performance and the industry’s most innovative technology with class. With Elegant OLED Display for
high readability in any light and up to 8 lines of text. Innovative Capacitive Touch Interface – a first in this
industry segment. Intelligent navigation communicates directly with NuVoNet2 for smart feedback. With
control like this, you may never leave the house.

Essentia E6G
Six Sound Sources, Six Listening Zones
The Essentia delivers the startlingly clear sound of NuVo from up to six different sources, and to six
different listening zones in the house. It’s diverse, expandable, and surprisingly affordable. And now,
Essentia is the first whole home audio system to earn the Energy Star logo – consuming less than 1 watt
of power while in standby mode.
Essentia E6G includes a stunning new control pad interface, with OLED display providing full metadata
feedback. Coplanar buttons provide a smooth, clean finish with the overall polycarbonate surface,
making the entire control pad water-resistant.
Utilizing the same NuVoNet interface as Grand Concerto to provide full data feedback from any NuVo
source unit, the Essentia Suite is a harmonious solution that’s simple to install and afford.
Essentia features Philips Class D digital audio amplification to deliver clear, precise sound throughout
your home, which adds energy efficiency while running. It’s like no other multi-source system on the
market.
Control Pads
There are a variety of control pad options available with different bezel finishes to compliment your home
Music Port Server
With the new Music Port Server, NuVo offers the ultimate in variety and convenience for whole home
audio.
The Music Port Server means more choice and more control. Consolidating networked computers’ digital
audio content from iTunes and Windows Media Player into a single, easily navigated library, Music Port
Server provides unrivalled access to your home’s music collection.
Additionally, the Music Port Server opens a system up to streaming audio from online sources such as
Spotify and Internet Radio. Operation is simple through any of NuVo’s control options, including a sleek
client software interface. And when coupled with NuVo’s Colour Touch Pad, control reaches new heights
with full-colour album art and the ability to rate songs and build custom channels for a music experience
as unique as the listener.
Systemline
Systemline is a multi-room entertainment system with the ability to access and control audio and video
equipment independently in every room. Everything you’ll need is at your fingertips, via stylish, intuitive
keypads or remote controls, while exceptional high performance audio is delivered through discreet
speakers.
This Modular Home Entertainment system is the least intrusive Multi-room system ever devised. Perfect
for so many homes from single occupancy, one bed apartments, right up to six bedroom detached
houses with large families.
Consultation
Systemline Modular is only available through trained, authorised installers. Carbon13 will guide you
through the planning of your system, providing guidance on the best speaker and control options to suit
your home and proposed usage. Multi-room systems need to be a lifestyle enhancement to your
property, so you have minimal disruption & the full benefit of a quality, discrete solution.
Installation
Having guided you through the planning of your system, the installation of the cabling can now take place
(first fix). Completion time of this will depend on the proposed system specification & whether the
property is a new build or retro-fit installation. Carbon13 will take into consideration future technology
developments and may make provision for extra cabling to “Future Proof” the system as much as
possible.

Commissioning
The second fix phase of the installation involves the fitting of keypads, touch screens and source
equipment (musicservers, Sky, CD players etc) & programming these to work seamlessly with the
elegant Systemline controls. Once the we have fully tested the system, you will have an induction on how
it works. This is your opportunity to get a feel for the simplicity of the system and benefit of having multiroom over DVD players and radios in different rooms in the house. The products have a two year
warranty and Carbon13 will be on hand to support you if required.
Integration
Systemline Modular works with discreet in-ceiling or on-wall speakers, combined with stylish keypads,
and will result in virtually no intrusion into your living space. Therefore no more stacks of unsightly hi-fi
separate boxes, room cluttering speakers and irritating cables. Systemline Modular offers a unique
collection of keypads including the colour TouchScreen - which epitomise elegance and simplicity, for
effortless instantaneous control. Each keypad is available with a selection of finishes to complement your
individual rooms. Our typical recommendation for most rooms is a pair of on-wall or in-ceiling speakers.
Single speakers are recommended in smaller rooms such as bathrooms. Infrared speakers are ideal for
rooms where keypads are not required. The IR function allows full control of your system and connected
equipment using the ultra stylish, fully functional remote control.

